UNIT 4

Focus

A Trace and copy the pattern below.

\[ \text{ o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o } \]

B Trace and write the letters below.

\[ \text{ o a \quad o a \quad o a \quad o a \quad o a } \]

\[ \text{ o w \quad o w \quad o w \quad o w \quad o w } \]

\[ \text{ o e \quad o e \quad o e \quad o e \quad o e } \]

Remember, letters should not touch each other.

8 Practising the horizontal join
**Extra**

Trace and write the words below.

- goat
- goal
- coal

- bow
- snow
- show

- toe
- doe
- goes

**Extension**

Trace and copy these sentences.
Underline the *oa* sound in each word.

1. A toad and a goat in the snow.

2. The shadow puppets stole the show.